The Squires Wish List is made up of items requested by our athletic director, coaches, and spirit group moderators that would otherwise not be available for purchase under the present school budget. Every spring, parents are invited to vote on which items should be funded by the money raised through Squires during the school year. We are very excited to continue with this tradition. As a member of Squires, you have the opportunity to help decide which of these proposals will be funded. All current parents of Episcopal students are eligible to vote. Your vote is very important as we may not be able to fund all of the proposals. After reviewing the list, if a particular proposal speaks to you, please consider directly funding that item to ensure that a coach’s wish is granted.

<ALL ITEMS IN THIS LIST WERE FUNDED-$21,804.65>

Proposal Title: iPad with Holder
Proposed by: JV Basketball coach
Team: Boys Basketball
Estimated Cost: $550.00

A new iPad to film Basketball games.

Proposal Title: Carbon Fiber Volleyball Poles
Proposed by: Madeline Gugich
Team: Volleyball
Estimated Cost: $3938.00

These poles weigh 19 pounds compared to our current poles that weigh at least 60 pounds.

Proposal Title: Heavy Duty Net Ratchet with Crank Handle
Proposed by: Madeline Gugich
Team: Volleyball
Estimated Cost: $386.95

This is what we attach to one (1) of the poles so that we can secure our net to both poles. This is used to tighten our nets to get the right height and tension.
Proposal Title: Customized Pole Safety Pads  
Proposed by: Madeline Gugich  
Team: Volleyball  
Estimated Cost: $1038.95  

These are the pads that we wrap around the poles to protect our players from injuries. I would like to get a set that is customized with our school name and logo.

Proposal Title: Court Clean Damp Mop System  
Proposed by: Taylor Wharton  
Team: Girls Basketball  
Estimated Cost: $594.00  

Perfect for large hard floor surfaces, the CourtClean Damp Mop System is the #1 product for Gym Floor maintenance! Constructed from a mixture of durable low-density polyethylene, the CourtClean is built with longevity in mind. A sleek design with an increased surface area and lower center of gravity provides faster, more effective wide-area cleaning. The CourtClean includes a specially designed towel and pull rope.

Proposal Title: Tennis Ball Machine Spin Shot  
Proposed by: Chandler Kleinpeter  
Team: Girls & Boys Tennis  
Estimated Cost: $2250.00  

There are several different options, brands, etc but it would be extremely beneficial for both tennis teams, improving their game without the assistance of a coach feeding but actually being able to be on the same side as them giving more direct instruction. Offers complete repetition to help fine tune shots to improve their game.

Proposal Title: Soccer Goals & Nets  
Proposed by: Lynn Bradley & Kiran Booluck  
Team: Girls & Boys Soccer (Middle School & High School)  
Estimated Cost: $1800.00  

Small Soccer Goals for the Middle School Teams (2 Goals)  
Small Soccer Goals for Varsity Boys & Girls Teams (2 Goals)  
https://kwikgoal.com/product/project-strikeforce-soccer-goal/ $300 per Goal  

24 Soccer Balls & Bag to carry for Middle School Soccer Teams to Share $300 (x2)  
*We have 4-5 MS Soccer Teams every Season.
Proposal Title: Batting Cage Lighting
Proposed by: Brett Bailey
Team: Baseball
Estimated Cost: $3546.75

8ft. LED Lights to light batting cage area

Proposal Title: 2 Replacement Batting Cage Nets
Proposed by: Brett Bailey
Team: Baseball
Estimated Cost: $3200.00

(2) Batting Cage Nets (16'x14'x60' 350lb twine netting w/1 7/8" mesh)

Proposal Title: Protective Fence in Front of Baseball/Softball Dugouts
Proposed by: Brett Bailey
Team: Baseball/Softball
Estimated Cost: $4500.00

This includes the protective fence in front of the Softball/baseball dugouts and painting the protective structure.